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First access to Google Classroom

Insert the email address 
provided by the school



Insert the password of 

the email provided by the 

school.



In the Stream, you could find message from the teacher related to the 
course (homework, material, deadline, announcement, etc.) and you 
could share questions or documents with the course.



In this section, you can find the course material, every 
homework, and the questions assigned by the teacher.



Here you can control the progress status of your works or your 
answers and documents uploaded by you related to 
homeworks or questions.



In the «cartella Drive del corso» you can find all the documents about the course.

You can find for example pdf or word documents attached to the divers' homework or assigned 
questions from the teacher, but also the ones uploaded by you.



To answer a question, homework, or to visualize an attached material, click 
on the corresponding element.

Course 
materials

Questions

Homework



In the case of an homework click on «visualizza compito» to look at the whole 
it, discover other options, and privately interact with the teacher.



The highest mark achievable
Click to see the 

attachment

Instructions to 
complete the 
homework

Use this function to write
a private comment to the
teacher



Click again to visualize the 
document in a different window

Click to print the 
document



Once the document is open in another window, there is the possibility to download it 
in your PC, and later be able to modify it adding the answers, or directly modify it 
online using «documenti Google».



Once the document is modified and saved with your answers, you can upload 
the new document with your answers clicking on the button «consegna».

Click to 

upload your 

document 

with your 

answers.

Click to 
send

Use this function to 
write a private comment 
to the teacher



Now let's try to answer a teacher’s question.

Click to visualize 
the question



Question

The correct answer is worth 5 points

Write here 
your answer



You can write a 
private message 
to the teacher

The correct answer is worth 5 points

Click to 
send



How to perform a quiz task?

Click to open the 
question sheet 
with the possible 
answers



Question

Choose your 
answer

Once you 
finish the task, 

click here to 
send it.

The correct 
answer is 

worth 2 points

For each question, choose an answer between the 
alternatives, to perform your quiz.


